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NEWSLETTER
Richard Mills retires as Director General of IUAPPA
The Closing Ceremony of a World Clean Air Congress is always the place to celebrate the
achievement of the meeting and to look forward to the next Congress. This year the closing
ceremony was a little different, signalling a change in leadership and management for IUAPPA,
with the retirement of the Director General and the appointment of a successor. For more than
20 years the current Director General, Richard Mills, who is also an EPUK Trustee, has guided
IUAPPA, building it up to become a widely respected and influential voice for civil society in
global debates on the future of atmospheric protection. During his period of office, Richard
oversaw the development of the GAP, the Global Air Pollution Forum, a collaboration with the
Stockholm Environmental Institute, and IUAPPA became a major partner in the formation of
the Climate and Clean Air Coalition. He will be familiar to EPUK members as the Director of the
National Society for Clean Air and to some members for his previous role as a visionary head of
the Air Quality Policy Division in UK department of the environment.
The IUAPPA President, Professor Selahattin Incecik, thanked Richard for his long service and
outstanding contribution to IUAPPA. It had, he said, been a remarkable period of growth for the
Union, both in its productivity and its reputation. He had left a strong and lasting legacy for his
successor, with IUAPPA ready to accept the challenges of the future.
The incoming Director General is Professor Young Sunwoo, of KOSAE, the Korean Society for
Atmospheric Environment, a long-standing IUAPPA Member Association. The Secretariat will
move to KOSAE, with the changes effective from the beginning of 2020.

Air Quality Committee

Land Quality
Committee

John Murlis recently
attended the World
EPUK continues to be
Clean Air Congress in
represented on National
Istanbul. Read his report Brownfield Forum by
below.
David Rudland
(see our feature under
Land Policy Committee).

Noise Committee
New Noise Committee
chair is
Robin Whitehouse.

CONFERENCE READY TO ROLL
With just over a month to go for the EPUK Annual Conference at the Edgbaston Park
Hotel, Birmingham in November, book your place now to avoid disappointment .
http://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/events/epuk-events/epuk-annual-conference-2019
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AIR QUALITY POLICY COMMITTEE
World Clean Air Congress, Istanbul October 2019
The World Clean Air Congress,
held in Istanbul the week before
last, turned out to be a good and
very useful meeting. There was a
good global attendance, some
excellent plenary sessions and
strong scientific sessions. Side
events, organised by the World
Bank, EFCA (the European
Federation of Clean Air and
Environmental Protection
Associations) and Clean Air Asia,
proved to be of considerable
practical in exploring the shared
experience of environmental
protection in practice.
The Congress Declaration will be
published soon, and we propose to
circulate it to members and
newsletter subscribers. I thought
it would be helpful, though, to
share some personal reflections
ahead of the official record, on the
substance of the Congress,
especially as so much of it proved
to be so topical.
An outstanding feature of
Congress was the degree to which
it demonstrated how much the air
quality and climate agenda have
converged. It is now widely
accepted that preventing
“dangerous climate change”
(defined as keeping within the 1.5
degree C limit for further global
warming) will require substantial

action to reduce greenhouse gases
and local air pollutants. It is also
clear that policies in both areas
are targeting the same sources,
notably fossil fuel combustion.
Congress agreed that it was now
time to accelerate the energy
transition to zero carbon sources.
There is growing consensus
amongst energy economists that
the costs of renewables, wind and
solar in particular, are already
level with costs of fossil fuels. This
is without the social costs of fossil
fuels (human health and
environmental impacts, damage to
mining communities from
operation of mines etc) factored in
and despite the subsidies for fossil
fuel worldwide. The barriers seem
now to be political and cultural
rather than financial. Speakers
singled out the global lobbies for
coal and oil and the role they play
in fuelling climate change
scepticism.
Certainly, we saw evidence that
the transition is happening, but at
present too slowly. Congress
agrees that an acceleration of the
transition was essential both to
avoid dangerous climate change
and to reduce health impacts of air
pollution.
Another interesting feature of the
energy transition is that in some
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areas under review at Congress,
the change is incremental as, for
example, more efficient solid fuel
heaters replace old and inefficient
heaters for comfort and cooking.
We were shown evidence that this
step-wise approach leading
eventually to a zero-energy
source, would be slow and far
more costly than taking a single
leap to the renewable solution. A
good example of the slightlybetter being the enemy of ideal!
At Congress we reviewed more
than 30 years’ experience of
integrated Air Quality
Management as a systematic
process for mitigating pollution at
national, urban and local scales. Its
origins lie in the US Clean Air Acts,
the seminal UK National Air
Quality Strategy and its
subsequent incorporation in EU
legislation. The process has
brought benefits, but Congress
considered that it may now be
time to review its overall
effectiveness, particularly at the
local scale, and to try to identify
more systematically which
measures work and which do not.
Many papers at the Congress
looked at the cost-effectiveness of
local measures; the need for the
process to incorporate more
effective citizen and societal
engagement. The clear evidence
that has now emerged
demonstrates that actions at the
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city scale can only be of limited
effectiveness in the absence of
cooperative action across a city’s
airshed. Perhaps most significant
for the longer term and the global
perspective, Congress participants
are questioning how far the
processes are relevant and
effective in the different economic
and social settings of developing
counties, where they are being
increasingly adopted.
So, in summary, a lively and
challenging Congress with some
clear messages for global
communities engaged in the
struggle against climate change
and air pollution and for those,
like EPUK, whose members
engage in the struggle at a very
local level through the actions of
local authorities and others at the
sharp end of national
environmental policy.
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LAND QUALITY POLICY COMMITTEE
Gorebridge Incident
The Gorebridge incident in
Midlothian, Scotland involved
investigations into reports of ill
health related to carbon dioxide
exposure in residents living in a
former mining village named after
the bridge across the River Gore, a
tributary of the South Esk. It was
home of Scotland’s first gunpowder
mill at the Gore Water that started
manufacturing in 1794. RSK one of
Europe’s leading multidisciplinary
environmental consultancies
investigated this incident and has
published a report on the Gorebridge
CO2 incident. It can be found here:
https://www.gov.scot/publications/r
esearch-project-investigateprevalence-co2-disused-mineralmines-implications-residentialbuildings/pages/1/
National Brownfield Forum
Previously we have mentioned issues
arising from this influential body and
EPUK is represented by David
Rudland (current Chairman of Land
Quality Committee) with both
Christopher Fry & Robin Lancefield
(Vice-Chairmen) as reserves; readers
may be interested in the background
which is as follows:
The role of the forum was set out in
the Government's Response to (then)
English Partnerships'
Recommendations on the National

Brownfield Strategy and referred to
the aim of “promoting a more
cohesive and inclusive approach to
policy development”. The National
Brownfield Forum held its first
meeting in February 2009 and
further meetings will be held
quarterly. The meetings are held in
confidence and relate to the
formulation and development of
Government policy. Communities and
Local Government will be publishing
summaries of the forum meetings on
its website as a matter of course in
the near future. Membership of the
forum is composed, currently, of
representatives of the following
organisations:
AGS—Association of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Specialists
CIEH—Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health
CLAIRE—Contaminated Land Applications in
Real Environments
DCLG—Department for Communities and Local
Government
DEFRA—Department of Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs
EA—Environment Agency
EIC—Environmental Industries Commission
EPUK—Environmental Protection UK
FSA—Food Standards Agency
HBF—House Builders Federation
HCA—Homes and Communities Agency
HPA—Health Protection Agency
LACORS—Local Authorities Coordinators of
Regulatory Services
LRT—Land Restoration Trust
SAGTA—Soil and Groundwater Technology
Association
SILC—Specialist in Land Condition.

The National Brownfield Notes from the meeting held on 4th July 2019 have now been
uploaded onto the dedicated web page and can be downloaded directly:
https://www.claire.co.uk/land-forum-2019?download=700:nbf_notes_july_2019
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Sustainable Planning
Smart Growth UK is a national coalition seeking a sustainable approach to
planning based on compact and accessible urban communities. It seeks
town planning revolving around local services, ease of walking and cycling
and good public transport. It has just published a new report into the
"Oxford-Cambridge Arc" looking at sustainability issues around proposed
concentration of investment and support in the south-eastern part of
England.
http://www.smartgrowthuk.org/resources/downloads/Arc_Report_2.pdf

NOISE POLICY COMMITTEE
We are delighted to announce that
Robin Whitehouse has agreed to
take his place as Chair of the Noise
Committee. Robin will be
establishing his team shortly. So a
reminder for any Members who
would like to be considered for
Noise Policy Committee, they
should email Christopher Fry,
Chairman of Trustees on
cchfry@btinternet.com
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MEMBERSHIP
We are always looking for new members. Please recommend EPUK and
its services to your colleagues and any organisation you feel would
benefit from membership. Follow the link below for more information
regarding types of membership and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/

Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing us at:
info@environmental-protection.org.uk

AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

Lizzie Whitehouse for The Daily Telegraph reports (01 October)
that campaigners claim the turning farmland into 'wildlife parks'
could boost farmers’ post-Brexit profits.
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